Welcome!

Thank you for taking the time out to participate in this meeting.

Introductions of new CMs:

– 2013
  - Don Iannicelli, CT
  - Scott Medeiros, CT & RI

– 2014
  - Wayne Martin, NY
  - Jennifer Anders, MO

Town of Newmarket, NH

Tracking for Total Nitrogen
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What Was Important to Town:

- Practical Solution to Meet Compliance
- Build off and Utilize Existing Work
  - Rely on existing local regulatory requirements if possible
  - Incorporate data tracking into current workflows if possible
- Cross-Department Coordination and Collaboration Important
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WWTF Administrative Order as the Primary Driver

EPA Provided List of Tracking Requirements

- New Septic System
- Septic System Connected to Sewer
- New Wastewater Treatment Plant/Groundwater Discharge
- Land Converted to Turf/Grass
- New Impervious Cover Created
- Impervious Cover Removed
- Impervious Cover Disconnected
- Land Converted to Agricultural Fields/Pastures
- Wetlands Lost
- Wetlands Restored
- New Structural BMPs installed
- New Non-Structural BMPs implemented
Newmarket Regulations, Workflows and What is Practicable to Track

- Team conducted interviews with Public Works, Planning and Code Enforcement Staff
- Reviewed current code, forms, checklists and workflow processes
- Identified basis for data tracking and founded workflow on development review applications (larger projects)
- Developed form for reasonable data acquisition required by state or Town code
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Planning & Code Review Workflow
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Newmarket Data Tracking Form
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What Will Be A Challenge?

- Maintaining Workflow – Getting in the Habit of Asking Applicants to Summarize and Refine
- Scale? Is it useful if accounting tool is based on coarser data (e.g. septic)
- Land Converted to Grass
- Land Converted to Agriculture Fields
- Any of the EPA List if under threshold for site plan or building permit application
  - Recommended tracking these via aerial imagery acquisition in periodic intervals – Hopefully shared effort among communities/regional planning